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How to Interpret Songs About
August

The Connection
Between Music and
August

August, a month that serves as
a bridge between the carefree
days of summer and the
anticipation of autumn. As the
warmth of summer begins to
wane, music captures this
transition like no other
medium, presenting us with a
rich tapestry of emotions. From
summer flings that weren't
meant to last to the sweet
nostalgia of past seasons,
August has found its place in
the lyrical hearts of many
artists.
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Seasonal Transitions: The shift from summer to
autumn, from warmth to coolness.
Nostalgia and Longing: A yearning for the
memories of bygone days.
Summer Love: Relationships that burned bright
but were fleeting.
Specific Dates or Times: Moments in August that
hold a special significance.
Nature Imagery: Natural occurrences unique to
August that serve as metaphors.

The allure of August songs lies in the depth of their
lyrical content. Here's a guide to understand the
essence of these songs:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

15 August 2023

End of Summer
Playlist: Waves of
Nostalgia

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1TLzxuFDOaxI37HhBnV3bc?si=94b9dc8a8a0f46d2
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Reflection on Taylor
Swift's "August"
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The melancholic undertones of
the song, juxtaposed against
the bright, summery imagery,
create a deeply evocative
narrative that resonates with
anyone who's ever yearned for
a love just out of their grasp.
It's a testament to the
universality of Swift's
songwriting and her ability to
tap into the collective
emotional experiences of her
listeners.

Swift-Inspired
Songwriting: Tips
to Capture the
Taylor Energy

Ever felt captivated by the
narrative strength and
emotional depth of a Taylor
Swift song? Let's explore
how to imbue your
songwriting with that
unique T-Swift magic:

Diary Moments: Channel
your personal experiences.
Taylor never shies away
from sharing hers. Your
song could start as a diary
entry!

Tales of the Heart: All great
songs have a narrative arc.
Craft yours with a clear
beginning, climax, and
resolution.

Paint with Words: Use
vibrant imagery. The color
palette in "Red" is a
masterclass in this.

The Catchy Factor: Every
great Swift song has that
addictive chorus. Aim to
make yours equally
unforgettable.

Pure Authenticity: The
heart knows when it's
genuine. Let yours shine
through every verse.

In "August", Swift paints a vivid
picture of fleeting summer
love, encapsulating the
ephemeral nature of both the
month and a romance that
wasn't destined to last. The salt
air, the rust on the door, and
the sun-soaked backdrop
become symbols of a time
that's slipping away. With
poignant lines like "August
slipped away into a moment in
time," Swift encapsulates the
transient nature of moments
that, although brief, imprint
themselves deeply on our
hearts.

There's an underlying yearning
throughout the song, an ache
for something that was never
truly theirs to begin with. The
repeated phrase "Cause it was
never mine" underscores the
bittersweet reality of holding
onto memories of a love that
was always just out of reach.

This song is drenched in
nostalgia, and the repeated
callbacks to memories – "But I
can see us lost in the memory",
"Remember when" – serve to
emphasize the lingering impact
of that brief connection. Much
like the month of August, the
love described in this song was
intense, beautiful, and short-
lived, leaving behind only
memories and the lingering
taste of "a bottle of wine."
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1.“August” By Taylor Swift
Delving into the bittersweet nature of a fleeting summer romance, Swift perfectly
captures the pain of loving something that was never truly yours. This song is nostalgia
wrapped in a warm summer evening.

2. “Summertime Sadness” By Lana Del Rey 
Del Rey's haunting voice encapsulates the melancholy that often comes at the end of
summer, resonating with feelings of loss and the impermanence of good times.

3. “Sweater Weather” By The Neighbourhood 
A track that embodies the transition from warm summer nights to cooler autumn
evenings. It's about love, change, and the beauty in between.

4. “Chand Sitare Phool Aur Khushboo” from the Movie: Kaho Naa... Pyaar Hai 
This classic song brings to life the magic of August with its romantic melodies and
beautiful imagery. It's a celebration of love, capturing the essence of blooming flowers
and the scent of happiness in the air.

5. “This Is What You Came For” By Calvin Harris feat. Rihanna 
An electrifying anthem of summer nights, dance, and the feeling of being lost in the
moment with someone special.

6. “Golden Hour” By Kacey Musgraves 
A melodic portrayal of those moments just before sunset — the golden hour — which is
a beautiful blend of reflection, peace, and wonder.

7. “Mera Dil Bhi Kitna Pagal Hai” from Movie: Saajan 
A true gem from the 90s, this song expresses the depths of love and longing. August's
warmth and tenderness find a musical counterpart in the song's emotions.

8. “Malibu” By Miley Cyrus 
A breezy love song about finding happiness in simplicity, and the memories tied to a
particular place.

9. “Ocean Eyes” By Billie Eilish 
A deep and ethereal track about being completely captivated and overwhelmed by
someone — much like the vastness and depth of the ocean.

10. “Tujhe Dekha To Yeh Jaana Sanam” from Movie: Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge 
An iconic track that transcends time, this song is a testament to love's journey. Just
like August, it's a blend of romance, nostalgia, and the promise of beautiful memories.

A Dive into Ten August-themed Songs
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Click on the Spotify
icon to find the

song online

https://open.spotify.com/track/3hUxzQpSfdDqwM3ZTFQY0K?si=24f8068e13d044fb
https://open.spotify.com/track/3BJe4B8zGnqEdQPMvfVjuS?si=bcb52736667845d8
https://open.spotify.com/track/2QjOHCTQ1Jl3zawyYOpxh6?si=1ad3a797597e4a72
https://open.spotify.com/track/1aSxuP3gUCftPWEzpP819f?si=8d67a6f2e6c842df
https://open.spotify.com/track/0azC730Exh71aQlOt9Zj3y?si=425a3d81a54f4768
https://open.spotify.com/track/0pMfPzdRiPAoSM9yWF4OcT?si=1b0bec36e6e24431
https://open.spotify.com/track/3UIPvWCcwthECWnWcyMQdc?si=ed9a73a62bd54b15
https://open.spotify.com/track/1UZOjK1BwmwWU14Erba9CZ?si=e4fdc4a6737e4e64
https://open.spotify.com/track/7hDVYcQq6MxkdJGweuCtl9?si=0530dc2f9d1b4f7b
https://open.spotify.com/track/59JemC1a4KDC1WxNAt7Zpt?si=4fa32afc52d44bba


The Music Society recently
concluded an exhilarating
week-long workshop
designed exclusively for the
talented students of the
National Outreach Program
(NOP). This initiative aimed to
provide aspiring musicians
from diverse backgrounds
with an opportunity to learn
and engage with various
musical instruments. With
guidance from our seasoned
members, the NOP
participants delved into the
world of melodies, rhythms,
and harmonies, discovering
their musical potential.

As a grand finale to the LUMS
NOP program, we organized
an unforgettable gig that
showcased the incredible
progress the NOP students
made throughout the
workshop. The stage was alive
with vibrant performances
that left the audience
mesmerized. This event not
only celebrated the power of
music but also the unity that
arises when individuals from
different walks of life come
together to create something
beautiful. We extend our
heartfelt congratulations to
all the NOP participants and
look forward to witnessing
their musical journeys flourish.
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NOP Gig/Workshops
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Upcoming Events:
Orientation'23 Gig
As the anticipation for a new
academic year builds up, the 
 Music Society is thrilled to
announce an exciting
upcoming event – the
Orientation Gig for our
incoming first-year students!
This gig promises to be a lively
introduction to the vibrant
musical community at LUMS,
offering our newest members
a taste of the musical
diversity and talent that
defines our society.
Whether you're an
experienced musician or just
someone who enjoys the
magic of music, this event will
provide a sneak peek into
what the Music Society has in
store for the upcoming year.
It's an excellent opportunity
to meet fellow music
enthusiasts, connect with
experienced members, and
learn about the various
musical avenues you can
explore during your time at
LUMS.
Mark your calendars and join
us for an evening filled with
captivating performances,
infectious rhythms, and the
chance to ignite your own
musical journey. Stay tuned
for more details on the event
date and location, and get
ready to kick off the new
academic year with the Music
Society!

In collaboration with SPADES,
the Music Society presented a
spectacular gig that
reverberated with a fusion of
melodies and beats. Members
of SPADES and Music Society
worked harmoniously to
curate an evening that left the
audience in awe. We extend
our gratitude to the audience
for their unwavering support
and enthusiasm. Stay tuned
for more collaborations that
will continue to push the
boundaries of musical
innovation.

SPADES Gig



August, in all its beauty and transition, has been
the muse of many. Its themes resonate with
listeners, evoking a plethora of emotions. From the
excitement of new beginnings to the sweet pain
of endings, songs about August take us on a
journey through one of the most poignant months
of the year. 

Through this musical exploration, we not only
understand the depth of these songs but also
discover the myriad of emotions that the month
of August evokes in our hearts. So, as the summer
sun sets, and the cool breeze of autumn begins to
set in, let these songs be the soundtrack to your
August memories.
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Letting go, holding on and
reconnecting
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Music and August: 
A Dance of Melodies

In the heart of summer, August strides, 
With golden hues and sunlit tides, 
It hums a tune so sweet and clear, 

A melody that lovers often hear.
 

Notes of warmth, and tales of old, 
A symphony of stories, untold, 

The rhythm of waves, the whisper of
trees, 

In August, music flows with such ease.
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